


Over the years, Wong has created a reputation for making art about tough issues such as race, death
and sex.

One of his videos was at the centre of what was arguably the city's biggest art controversy of the past
30 years. In 1984, when the Vancouver Art Gallery cancelled showing Confused: Sexual Views, his
video about people talking about sex, it lead to protests and animosity with the city's art community for
years. Since then, the gallery has made amends and purchased the work which is now on display in its
own pink exhibition area as part of the An Autobiography of Our Collection.

Last year, Wong staged one of the best visual arts exhibitions during the 2010 Olympic and
Paralympics. Called 5, it was a collection of five site-specific performances, events and experiences
around the city that included the Zooooom Video Bus and an installation at Mountain View Cemetery
called One More Than Three.

In 2005, Wong was awarded the Governor General's Award in Visual and Media Arts.

The exhibition also includes the artist's autograph in neon and four prints of Wong's face superimposed
on multiple copies of Wong when he was featured on the front cover of The Georgia Straight before the
Vancouver 125th anniversary celebration in Stanley Park earlier this year.

A series of works shows how easily Wong moves from one medium to another. He took a series of
photographs of the full moon with a camera that he jiggled slightly during the exposure. The bright
squiggly lines against black backgrounds look like someone trying to scrawl out the beginnings of a
written script. Grouped together in 21 photographs and called Full Moon Drawings, they look cinematic,
like moments taken out of a flow of images. Using the original image in a new context, Wong has
selected some of the drawings and made them sculptural and three dimensional by turning them into
neon.

AT A GLANCE

Paul Wong: Immanent

Where: Winsor Gallery, 3025 Granville

When: Tonight to Saturday, Nov. 5. The gallery is open Mon. to Sat., 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Sun. More at winsorgallery.com

kevingriffin@vancouversun.com
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